
PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

ARRYVED FOR

A POS designed specifically to 
highlight your craft.
Drive contagious loyalty with your guests and staff 

with a POS that helps run your brewing, distilling or 

fermenting business better.

With Arryved, you have and your staff have the 

tools you need to greet every shift with confidence 

and every guest with open arms. 

Plus, our pricing model reflects our commitment to 

your growth, providing your team with access to 

every product and feature we offer at no additional 

cost. 

CRAFT BEVERAGE
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FEATURES OF NOTE

Our system was built for craft 
breweries and bars, so excelling 
at beverage service is an 
inextricable part of our identity. 
That means we have tools built to 
make your service smoother—at 
a cost that will help maximize 
your profits rather than eating 
away at them.

START TABS 
WITHOUT 
HOLDING CARDS

AUTOMATED 
TIP TOOLS

BEVERAGE ORDER 
& REPORTING 
BY OUNCE

QR CODE BASED 
PAYMENTS & 
ORDERING

OUTRAGEOUS
CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

OFFLINE
MODE



PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

FLEXIBLE ORDERING
• Predictive text searching functionality

• Timed menus for multiple venues

• Tablemaps keep tabs & guests organized

• Tabs sync from bar, to table, to patio

• Integrated food sales

INVENTORY TRACKING
• Real-time inventory system

• Custom and forced modifiers

• Order from anywhere with easy open tab

• Add and kick food and beverages in seconds

• On-premise, online and QR menus update instantly

• Items auto-kick when quantity depleted

SIMPLIFIED LARGE-PARTY TABS
• Advanced team notes features

• Simple tools to comp, split, and merge checks

• Choose single or multiple tabs with a tap
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KEY BENEFITS FOR CRAFT BEVERAGE

YOUR CORE 
BUSINESS IS 
BEVERAGES.
OURS IS YOU.
Serving beverage-centric businesses is in our 

DNA. It’s where we started, and businesses like 

yours will always have our heart.

So when it comes to new products and features, 

we always have your business in mind, and work 

hard to deliver what you need to keep your service 

absolutely seamless.

From guest ordering to inventory to kitchen 

management, our comprehensive point of service 

products can help improve your profit margins, 

and make business easier than ever.

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATIONS
We know we’re not the only tool you need to run your business—so 

we work seamlessly with the other products in your toolbox to help 

ease your workflow and aid you in avoiding double (or triple) entry. 

Because making your business run smoothly is at the heart of 

what we’re committed to.

  •  QUICKBOOKS—Accounting Software

  •  YELLOWDOG—Inventory Management

  •  SHOGO—Accounting Integration Software


